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If it bleeds, it leads
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Motivation

• Media reporting can have an impact on economic behavior (Strömberg, 2015

and Prat and Strömberg, 2011)

• Negative events like crime, violence, traffic accidents or a pandemic where

risk assessments and responses may be driven by media coverage

• Economic effect of negative shocks could be magnified by media coverage

• Quantifying this “media multiplier” requires

• a theoretically-grounded approach

• suitable data through which the economic impact of an event can be

separated from the impact of media coverage of that event

→ this paper identifies and quantifies the extent to which media coverage

amplifies economic impact of violent events
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Sousse Attack in Tunisia, June 2015

In June 2015 a gunman killed 38 tourists on a beach in Sousse, Tunisia.
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Impact of Sousse Attack on tourist spending

Most of the victims were British citizens. This led to intense news coverage in

the UK.

→ and distinct subsequent fall in British tourist activity in Tunisia
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Exploiting dyadic data

Most papers study “news shocks” relying on the timing of events (Bloom, 2009

and Ramey, 2011). In this paper we fully exploit dyadic data in two dimensions.

1. Monthly dyadic credit card spending activity in 2010-2016 in five countries:

Tunisia, Egypt, Morocco, Turkey and Israel

fully dyadic data covering spending of cards from 128 issuing countries in five

destination countries

granular and high frequency data

2. Dyadic news coverage dataset capturing population of articles published in

main newspaper outlet across 57 countries

first paper to construct such a dyadic dataset to measure broader perception and

overall media coverage
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Related literature

• Cost of insecurity and terrorism
Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003), Ksoll et al. (2009), Besley et al. (2015), Jha and

Shayo (2019), Besley and Mueller (2012)

• Media effects in politics and economics
Strömberg (2015), Stromberg (2004), Besley and Burgess (2002), Gentzkow (2006);

Bursztyn et al. (2017), DellaVigna and Kaplan (2007), Durante et al. (2019),

Eisensee and Strömberg (2007), Arezki et al. (2017), Eggers and Fouirnaies (2014)

• Media and conflict
Durante and Zhuravskaya (2018),Jetter (2017)

• Text data in economics
Baker et al. (2016) Hassan et al. (2019) Mueller and Rauh (2017) Ash and Marian

(2017)

• Economics of Tourism
Faber and Gaubert (2016), Neumayer (2004)

→ measuring the economic cost of violence that operates through media

reporting channel
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Novel data 1: Credit Card Data

• We obtained confidential aggregated data from Mastercard capturing

• Active accounts as a proxy for number of visitors

• Transaction index capturing the number of transactions

• Spending of all active cards in a month

• Data is available at the dyad-level for card issuing country by country of

transaction level

• we initially got data for Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Israel and Turkey.

• data includes up to 140 credit card issuing countries

• High frequency monthly data from 2010 to 2016.

→ construct a near balanced dyad-level panel dataset
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Validating Card Data with UN Tourism Data

• Previous literature uses annual arrival statistics collected by the UN World

Tourism Organization

• Data is very patch and only a few countries actually break out country of

origin of arrivals

• Nevertheless, can validate whether the extent to which the credit card data

is a good approximation

• Aggregate monthly dyadic dataset and compare against the annual dyad

arrivals available for only two out of the five destination countries from

around 2010 - 2014
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Validating Data with UNWTO data

Panel A: Egypt

German French British

Panel B: Tunisia

German French British
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Novel data 2: Dyadic News Coverage

• Use LexisNexis and Factiva content aggregators to collect population of all

destination-specific news coverage for an issuing-country specific main

newspaper

• Query the database on whether a country name appears at any point in time

covering 2009-2016 (inclusive)

• Half-million articles across 20 different languages translated to English (for

convenience)

• Need to classify and code sets of data
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Sample list of newspaper sources

Country Main Source Name Article count Language Main Source Flag

ARE Gulf News 4712 arabic LexisNexis

ARG Source: La Nación (Argentina, Spanish Language) 822 spanish Factiva

AUS Syndey Morning Herald 4492 english LexisNexis

AUT Der Standard 5901 german Factiva

BEL Agentschap Belga (Belgium, Dutch Language) 2140 dutch Factiva

BHR Akhbar Al Khaleej.com (Bahrain, Arabic Language) 20243 arabic Factiva agency

BRA O Globo 3534 portuguese LexisNexis

CAN The Toronto Start 4563 english LexisNexis

CHE Neue Zürcher Zeitung 4427 german Factiva

CHL La Nación (Chile, Spanish Language) 2707 spanish Factiva

CHN Xinhua News Agency 70554 english LexisNexis agency

COL El Tiempo (Colombia, Spanish Language) 593 spanish Factiva

CYP Cyprus Mail 4143 english Factiva

DEU Die Welt 5380 german Factiva

DNK Politiken / Politiken Weekly 6186 danish LexisNexis

ESP El Páıs 29187 spanish Factiva

KOR Chosun Ilbo 1129 korean/english Factiva

KWT Kuwait News Agency (Arabic Language) 37195 arabic LexisNexis agency

LUX Tageblatt (Luxembourg, German Language) 2777 german/french Factiva

LVA Vesti Segodnya (Latvia, Russian Language) 793 russian Factiva

MEX Reforma (Mexico, Spanish Language) 1511 spanish Factiva

MYS Berita Dalam Negeri 745 malay Factiva

NLD De Telegraaf 4691 dutch Factiva

NZL The New Zealand Herald 1935 english LexisNexis

PHL Manila Bulletin (Philippines) 1354 english Factiva

POL Gazeta Wyborcza 738 polish Factiva

PRT Jornal de Not́ıcias 1870 portuguese Factiva

QAT Qatar Tribune 446 english Factiva

SAU Arab News 2655 english Factiva

SGP The Straits Times 1395 english Factiva

THA The Nation (Thailand) 1352 english Factiva

TUR Dunya (Turkey, Turkish Language) 27786 turkish Factiva agency

TWN Liberty Times (Taiwan, Chinese Language - Traditional) 1180 chinese Factiva

UKR Delo.ua (Ukraine, Russian Language) 2387 russian Factiva

USA New York Times 18783 english Factiva

ZAF Cape Times 2989 english Factiva
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Countries included in the estimating samples
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Classification of Articles Using Machine Learning

1. Use human coding to classify a (stratified random) subset of the data which

we use as a training dataset – binary codings of

• Does the text indicate there was violence?

• Does the text indicate that tourists were targeted or harmed?

2. Supervised machine learning to train a set of classifiers to predict the human

classifications in the training set and classify articles outside the training

sample and can validate classifier performance using cross-validation.

3. Manually check a subset of the classified articles by hand to generate

out-of-sample performance measures and reduce measurement error further.

4. Aggregate resulting scores to produce a count of news about violence for

each dyad/month or dyad/day. We then express this as a share of all news in

the same dyad/month.
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Training

• Human coders classified a sample of around 30,000 articles (approximately

7% of the data) with two binary indicators

1. the article indicates that there were fatalities as a result of violence

2. the article indicates that tourists were harmed due to a violent event

• Class imbalance in population of articles – so our training sample

oversamples articles around days for which the Global Terrorism Database

indicated that an event occurred.

• Bag-of-words representation, using trigrams word features after stopword

removal

• Naive Bayes and two random forest classifiers
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Classification Ensemble and Validation

For classification purposes, we use a soft voting ensemble method, i.e. we average

our three different classification scores P̂k(Yi = 1|Di ) according to the function:

1(Di ) =

{
1 if [ 1

3

∑3
k=1 P̂k(Yi = 1 |Di )] > c

0 otherwise.
(1)

Bayes-optimal cutoff maximizing accuracy would induce us to set c = 0.5. Due

to class imbalance and aggregation to monthly-level we experiment with different

cut-offs c .

We identify 16,906 news articles with fatal violence and 1,082 news with violence

against tourists out of over 450,000 articles.
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Sample Classification Output: Overall violence

Country Year Month Headline P̂k (Yi = 1 |Di )]

TUR 2011 8 One soldier killed in clash with PKK rebels in southern Turkey 0.987

TUR 2012 10 3 police officers killed in clashes with PKK in Turkey 0.987

EGY 2015 2 17 killed in security raids in Egypt’s Sinai 0.987

EGY 2014 4 7 extremists killed, 20 injured in Egypt’s Sinai raids 0.987

TUR 2016 9 Two soldiers killed in clashes with PKK in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2012 8 2 PKK members killed in southeast Turkey 0.986

TUR 2015 8 2 soldiers killed in PKK attack in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2016 9 2 soldiers killed in clash with PKK in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2012 10 6 PKK members killed in operation in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2016 6 6 soldiers killed in PKK attacks in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2016 3 4 soldiers killed in PKK bomb attack in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2012 10 3 PKK rebels killed in clash in eastern Turkey 0.986

TUR 2012 8 21 killed, 7 wounded in clashes after mine blasts in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2012 11 5 PKK rebels killed in military operation in SE Turkey 0.986

TUR 2013 1 One soldier killed in clashes in SE Turkey 0.986

EGY 2013 9 1 soldier killed, 9 injured by militants in Egypt’s Sinai 0.986

TUR 2015 10 3 soldiers killed in clashes with PKK in SE Turkey 0.986

EGY 2013 7 3 terrorists killed in car bomb explosion in Egypt’s Sinai 0.986

EGY 2014 9 18 extremists killed in security raid in Egypt’s Sinai 0.985

TUR 2012 11 5 Turkish soldiers killed in clash with PKK militants 0.985

EGY 2013 7 2 policemen killed by extremists in Egypt’s Sinai 0.985

TUR 2012 12 42 PKK militants killed in eastern Turkey 0.985

TUR 2016 4 1 soldier killed in PKK bomb attack in SE Turkey 0.985

EGY 2015 9 2 killed in suicide car bombing in Egypt’s Sinai 0.985

EGY 2013 9 Several militants killed in military raid in Egypt’s Sinai: security source 0.985
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Sample Classification Output: Tourist violence

Country Year Month Headline P̂k (Yi = 1 |Di )]

TUN 2015 3 Spanish couple escapes Tunisia attack by hiding in cupboard for 23 hours 0.948

TUN 2015 6 Kuwait Embassy in Tunisia: no Kuwaiti nat’ls in Tunisia terrorist attack 0.934

TUN 2015 6 Urgent: Armerd men attack Sousse hotel in Tunisia 0.889

TUN 2015 6 Austrian Chancellor’s expresses sorrow over Kuwait, Tunisia and France attacks 0.881

TUN 2015 6 Tunisia apprehends culprits behind Sousse resort attack 0.870

TUN 2015 3 1st LD: 19 killed, including 17 tourists, in Tunisia’s museum attack: PM 0.865

EGY 2012 2 Three South Korean tourists held by locals in Egypt’s Sinai, kidnapper identifie 0.862

TUN 2013 11 Suicide bomber targets top Tunisian tourist destination 0.861

TUN 2016 3 Roundup: Jihadist attacks shiver Tunisia’s calm, eliciting casualties 0.857

EGY 2014 2 S. Korea censures terrorist attack on tourist bus in Egypt 0.846

MAR 2011 4 Sarkozy condemns Marrakech attack 0.844

TUN 2015 6 Thousands of European tourists are evacuated from Tunisia 0.835

TUN 2015 3 8 tourists killed in Tunisia museum attack 0.835

TUN 2015 11 A new attack is enraged with the Tunisian transition 0.832

EGY 2014 2 Urgent: Tourist bus explodes in Egypt’s Taba, casualties feared 0.828

TUN 2015 6 Thousands of European tourists are evacuated from Tunisia ¡¿ 0.826

TUR 2016 6 A suicide attack causes at least 36 deaths at the Istanbul airport 0.825

TUN 2015 3 Slovak gov’t sends plane to evacuate Children’s Folk Group from Tunisia 0.818

TUR 2016 1 The jihadist attack on the hotel in Burkina causes 23 dead 0.817

EGY 2012 2 Three South Korean tourists held by locals in Egypt’s Sinai 0.814

TUN 2015 3 Hollande expresses solidarity with Tunisia after deadly attack 0.726

TUN 2015 6 Deaths of British nationals in Friday’s attack in Tunisia rise to 15: FCO 0.725
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Diagnostics: events are not precipitated by increases in report-

ing

• GTD event level dataset as common anchor and produce a balanced panel

dataset defined at the event-by-dyad level

• Construct two week daily time windows around known events across all 58

countries for which we have media coverage

• Study how reporting, on average, evolved around an event

phdt = αk + αhd + αt +
14∑

τ=−14

(βτ × Timetoeventk,t−τ ) + εhdt
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Diagnostics: reporting peaks after or on the day of an event

→ marked increase in share of articles published covering violence in the country

of the event
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Monthly share of articles classified as reporting on violent events

across four destination countries
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Effect of country-level violence

Explain spending yhdt of tourists from country h in destination country d at date t

yhdt = αhd + αht + αdm(t) + ξvhd,t−1 + εhdt

with αhd dyad FE, αht are home country/time FE and αdm(t) are

destination/month FE

Explore a set of lagged violence measures: vhc,t−1 from five different sources

• Global Terrorism Database

• UCDP Global Events Database events

• ACLED – Africa only

• GDELT

• IECWS

→ combine variation in principal component
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Effect of country-level violence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

log(Spending) log(Number of Cards)

UCDP Events -0.040*** -0.034***

(0.010) (0.008)

GTD Events -0.076*** -0.076***

(0.017) (0.016)

ICEWS armed violence events -0.068*** -0.054***

(0.020) (0.019)

GDELT armed violence events -0.065*** -0.047***

(0.016) (0.015)

Armed violence component 1 -0.067*** -0.053***

(0.017) (0.017)

Armed violence component 2 -0.040*** -0.034**

(0.014) (0.015)

Armed violence component 3 0.017 0.010

(0.015) (0.015)

Armed violence component 4 -0.031** -0.039***

(0.013) (0.014)

Observations 42254 42254 42254 42254 42254 42299 42299 42299 42299 42299

R2 .947 .947 .947 .947 .947 .969 .97 .969 .969 .97

Dest./Month FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Origin/Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Dyad FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

→ significantly lower card spending on dyads where destination saw an increase

in violence index.
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GTD-level event studies

Develop event level dataset, focusing ob subset of events with at least 10

fatalities.

A total of 83 country-month’s with events

Construct a 12 month window around an event and estimate

ykhdt = αk + αhd + αht +
6∑

τ=−6

(βτ × Time to event monthk,t−τ ) + εkhd

with αh event FE, αhd dyad fixed effect, αht home country/time FE and.
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GTD-level event studies

Panel A: log(Spending) Panel B: log(Cards)
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→ significant contraction after an event took place, common pre trends and

gradual recovery
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Turning to the media

Adding now media coverage as dyad-specific measure of violent news coverage

yhdt = αhd + αht + αdm(t) + ηnhdt−1 + ξvd,t−1 + εhdt

with variable nhdt−1 being the dyad-specific news variable lagged by one month.

We also control for country-level violence series or the principal components

vd,t−1.

Explore different sets of additional controls for robustness.
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Turning to the media

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

log(Spending) log(Numer of cards)

Panel A: News on tourist being targeted

News on tourists targeted (share of all articles) -0.552*** -0.529*** -0.205** -0.628*** -0.617*** -0.192***

(0.092) (0.098) (0.090) (0.068) (0.074) (0.066)

Observations 23859 23859 23859 23869 23869 23869

R2 .966 .967 .972 .97 .971 .979

Panel B: News on any fatal violence

News on violence with fatalities (share of all articles) -0.458*** -0.337*** -0.196** -0.364*** -0.269*** -0.061

(0.092) (0.098) (0.093) (0.060) (0.062) (0.054)

Observations 23859 23859 23859 23869 23869 23869

R2 .966 .967 .972 .97 .971 .979

Dyad FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

Origin/Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

Dest./Month FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

Event controls NO YES NO NO YES NO

Dest./Time FE NO NO YES NO NO YES

→ an increase in violent news share to 100% indicates foreign spending declines

by nearly 80% - when accounting for destination-specific non-linear time trends

we measure upper bound media effect: 30% added on reduction that cant be

explained by destination specific conflict series.
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Dyad-specific news coverage variation: an IV approach

• Use prominent known terrorist events for which we know the country of

origin of the casualties

• Estimate an instrumental variable specification using the dyad-specific

casualties as an instrument for the extent of news coverage on a dyad

• Identifying assumption: eventual casualty distribution is conditionally random

nhdt−1 = αhd + αht + αdt + ηzhdt−1 + ζhct .

• where zhdt−1 is an indicator =1 if the last month saw a visitor of country h

in destination d killed in the last month.

• Not wedded to this IV in particular (its not a strong one) but may allay

concerns about time-varying systematic differential media coverage for

reasons unrelated to violent events

• Highlights spillovers across language or cultural zones and can identify effect

purely due to spillovers (dealing with failure of exclusion restriction: who got

killed may not be by chance)
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Dyad-specific news coverage variation: an IV approach

(1) (2) (3)

News on tourists targeted

Panel A: first stage with reporting spillovers

Any tourist killed 0.181*** 0.191***

(0.050) (0.051)

Contiguous country x Any Casualties 0.149*** 0.146***

(0.038) (0.040)

Same region x Any Casualties 0.059** 0.061**

(0.024) (0.027)

Common language x Any Casualties 0.034** 0.033**

(0.015) (0.016)

R2 0.260 0.303 0.305

Panel B: Second stage: tourism spending

News measure (share of articles) -0.811 -0.790*** -0.628*

(0.601) (0.291) (0.354)

R2 0.967 0.967 0.965

Weak IV 11.265 15.611 13.487

Panel C: Second stage: number of active cards

News measure (share of articles) -1.188* -1.109*** -0.942***

(0.663) (0.297) (0.335)

R2 .971 .971 .972

Weak IV 11.3 15.6 13.5

Observations 23859 23859 21527

Dyad FE YES YES YES

Origin/Time FE YES YES YES

Dest./Month FE YES YES YES

Event controls YES YES YES

Excluding direct treated dyads NO NO YES 30



Summary

• Results suggest that an indirect effect via media reporting may explain up to

37.5% of the main effect

• Suggests significant indirect effects whereby media coverage intensifies the

collapse in tourism following an attack

• Results are robust to host of further robustness checks

• Reduced-form empirical analysis is not really appealing if we want to quantify

and think about underlying mechanisms that can explain persistence.

• Next explore a statistical theoretical model and fit it to the data to help us

think through “counterfactuals” or stylized shocks and compare model fit

with actual data vis-a-vis reduced form
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Data generating process

dt dt-𝜏

dt

hdt

hdt

hd ht dm
dt-𝜏

hdt

pd,qd

s

𝜏

μsd,σsd

t-1             t

- latent variable
- observed variable

- parameter
- dependence

violence, news and danger beliefs card activity
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Formalizing beliefs about latent state

Individuals form beliefs about latent state

sdt =

{
1 dangerous

0 safe

with P̂hdt be the belief that a destination country d is dangerous as perceived by

potential tourists in country h at date t.

Tourists book at different dates, hence we posit that spending is determined by a

weighted average of past beliefs.

yhdt = αhd + αht + αdm +
−9∑
τ=−1

ωτ β̂hdτ + εhct (2)

We do not observe beliefs – we specify a model

β̂hdt = Γ (Ψhdt ,Ωdt)

where Ψhdt is the history of news reporting up to date t and Ωdt is the history of

violent events up to date t
34



Beliefs Based on Violence and News Data

We posit that there are two different types of potential tourists that use different

information to form beliefs

1. Sophisticated tourists who observe the objective violence data and revise

their beliefs about the underlying state sdt

2. Naive tourists who mostly rely on media reporting nhdt

We have a separate statistical model to describe beliefs of the two types of

tourists and also account for lags e.g. due to different booking behavior for travel.
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Sophisticated tourists

Follow Besley et al. (2015) who model transitions between underlying states

(danger vs safe) to be guided by a Markov process

Assume that vdt ∼ N(µsd , σ
2
sd) – so mean, µsd , and the variance, σ2

sd depend on

the underlying latent state sdt

Can estimate vector of parameters θd =
{
µ0d , σ

2
0d , µ1d , σ

2
1d , pd , qd

}
based on

violence data using the EM algorithm (Hamilton, 1990)

and from this construct

Πdt = Pr(sdt = 1 | Ωdt , θ̂d) (3)

based on the estimated parameters θ̂d and violence history Ωdt
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Sophisticated tourists
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Naive tourists (1)

For tourists who use news coverage, we suppose that they posit state-specific

proportion of bad news, denoted by ηs .

Suppose that the distribution of news about violence and all news follows a

country-specific negative binomial distribution given by:

f (Bhdt ,Nhdt | s) =

(
Nhdt

Bhdt

)
(ηds)Bhdt (1− ηds)(Nhdt−Bhdt) . (4)

We can estimate ηds using our estimate of Πdt . Specifically

η̂ds =

∑
hdt Πdt

[
Bhdt

Nhdt

]
∑

hdt Πdt
,
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Naive tourists (2)

Our news-based potential tourists use estimates θ̂d and η̂s without observing Ωdt

directly and rely instead on Ψhdt . Their beliefs are denoted by

πhdt = Pr(sdt = 1 | Ψhdt , θ̂d , η̂d0, ηd1).

This follows a recursion based on Bayes rule

πdt =
πdt−1

πdt−1 + [1− πdt−1]λ (Bhdt ,Nhdt)

where λ (Bhdt ,Nhdt) = f (Bhdt ,Nhdt |0)
f (Bhdt ,Nhdt |1) is the likelihood ratio associated with

observing (Bhdt ,Nhdt) at any date.
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Estimating the Media Multiplier

We estimate ten weights using the following empirical specification based on (2):

yhdt = αhd + αht + αdm + ξ

−9∑
τ=0

ωτ (χΠdt−τ + (1− χ)πhdt−τ ) + εhct (5)

where 1/χ is our interpretation of the media multiplier. It captures the

importance of näıve beliefs in driving the overall card activity, i.e. the extent to

which sophisticated beliefs can become amplified by näıve beliefs.

Thus if Πdt−τ = πhdt−τ = 1, then the spending response to violent events is

larger by a factor 1/χ then it would be without the media multiplier.
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How well do these beliefs explain spending?

(1) (2) (3) (4)

probability of danger (based on violence data) Πdt -0.107***

(0.025)

probability of danger (news-based) πhdt -0.829***

(0.145)

weighted probability of danger (news-based) χΠdt + (1− χ)πhdt -1.881*** -0.456***

(0.425) (0.157)

Observations 23859 23859 23859 23859

R2 .967 .967 .967 .972

Dest./Month FE YES YES YES No

Dest./Time FE No No No YES

Notes: All regressions control for dyad FE and issuing-country by time FE.

Column (1) sets χ = 1 focusing on sophisticated tourists Πdt .

Column (2) includes πhdt while controlling for Πdt suggesting that naive-news based measure

produces additional effect of 21.8 percent.

Column (3) and (4) results with statistically optimal values of χ and ωτ with ω0 = ω1 = 0.25

and subsequent decay and sophisticated tourists is χ = 0.35.
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Simulation of a News Shock: No News is Bad News...

Model based approach allows us to simulate effects of different types of shocks.

• Suppose there is a sudden outburst of violence which drives objective beliefs

to jump from Πd9 = 0 to Πd10 = 1.

• The effect strongly depends on the extent of news reporting

• Simulate effect with- and without news covering violence (stories of tourists

being targeted) and if there are additional ”other” news not covering violence

• Other non-violent news produces a calming drift in beliefs

• So simulated effect strongly depends on the underlying media environment –

can help us make sense of discrepancies between Israel (lots of other news)

and Tunisia (the only news is covering violence topics)
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Simulation of a News Shock: No News is Bad News...

→ shock without news is smaller compared to shock with news coverage, which,

itself is attenuated if there are other non violent news – highlights an interesting

interactive effect that is quite intuitive in the presence of naive consumers.
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Relevance of the media multiplier

The solid black line presents the total effect. The grey line presents the effect

that is driven solely by “sophisticated beliefs”. The difference in the two effects is

capturing the role of the media multiplier in shaping the economic impact of

violent events.
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Poor fit of reduced-form model - example for Tunisia

Panel A: Model based Panel B: Reduced form

Right panel presents the model fits that would be implied in the reduced form

model, while left panel
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Conclusions

• Significant and negative effect of violence on tourist spending

• Effects are strongly heterogenous and driven indirectly by the ensuing media

coverage

• Media effects can dramatically amplify economic cost of individual terrorist

events

• Yet, modelling also suggest that there is an interesting interaction between

calming effects of other news helping explain heterogenous effects.

• Media plays an important channel to amplify individual isolated acts of

terror.
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Research Agenda: MEGEO – Media, Economics and Geopoli-

tics

The overarching objectives of MEGEO are threefold:

1. To develop & make available a comprehensive and consistent novel data

resource measuring what national media reports on and how and to what

extent other countries are represented in each other’s media

2. To characterize the extent to which national media may affect policy making

in domains with clear transnational relevance that has previously been

mostly ignored

3. To quantify the extent to which skewed reporting on foreign countries may

have tangible economic & political impacts
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Research Agenda: MEGEO – Media, Economics and Geopoli-

tics

What topics receive (disproportionate) focus in a countries’ national media?
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Research Agenda: MEGEO – Media, Economics and Geopoli-

tics

How other countries are represented in each others’ national media?
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Research Agenda: MEGEO – Media, Economics and Geopoli-

tics

Numerous research questions for a multi-year research agenda

• Are such reporting skews equally pronounced across countries? Do they

systematically relate to underlying (political) institutions or media markets?

Do autocrats influence the media to strengthen preferences for the status

quo?

• Do more economically open countries have a more outward looking national

press? Does this have any tangible effects on economic policy making?

• How do newsworthy events propagate across national media around the

globe? To what extent are other countries represented in each others’

national press and what factors can explain this?

• Do reporting skews have concrete impacts on preferences and support for

transnationally relevant policy actions – such as climate or immigration

policy or, within the EU a pan European fiscal capacity? Can skewed media

reporting (negative news bias) of other countries explain ”why capital doesnt

flow from rich to poor countries”?
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